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ALIVE with a Difference

Toronto, ON: Liliane de Vries of ALIVE steps up to be one of the Collaborators for The Difference Movie
based out of Australia.
The Difference movie is exactly what the title entails, making a difference in the world. The 2 hour film is
a psycho-spiritual docu-drama that has been 4 years in the making. This movie taps into humanity’s
collective consciousness and is expected to be the most influential film of its time. It is destined to shift
‘humanity’s’ consciousness, open people’s minds and hearts, and make a significant and positive
difference to the planet.
"It's a wonderful film under construction that takes a deeper look into what really makes a difference in
the world and in our lives. I couldn't be more excited to be a collaborator on this film, this is where I get
to make a difference, this is where my input matters," said Liliane de Vries, CEO of ALIVE.
Liliane de Vries saw the opportunity and leapt at the chance for her to make a difference because that's
what she is all about, making a difference in peoples lives.
Her most recent venture of making a difference and stepping up the 'aliveness' in each persons life is by
creating her Born To Be ALIVE Retreat. This retreat is all about finding ones purpose; passions; values;
and visions. Anyone can participate and be a part of this retreat, and everyone who goes will come out a
changed person with a 90 day plan of action for their own personal life or business.
For more information on The Difference movie or the Born To Be ALIVE retreat please visit
www.alivetobyou.com or call 416.222.7477.
ALIVE: ALIVE is a consulting and speaking company founded by Liliane de Vries that offers many
programs and services catered towards life coaching and keynote speaking to people of all ages and
walks of life. Liliane de Vries and her company ALIVE is all about creating an extraordinary life.
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